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DEFINITIONAL PROBLEMS

SYNTACTIC VS. MORPHOLOGICAL CASE

• “We do not have a well-defined understanding of the notion of 
case” (Butt 2006: 3)  
• “Case is a system of marking dependent nouns for the type of 

relationship they bear to their heads” (Blake 2001:1).  
• This relationship is at least partially one associated with certain 

grammatical relations, e.g., NOM/ERG with subject (S/A), ACC 
with direct object, DAT with indirect object, etc. 

• Other more typically encode semantic relations: locatives , 
directionals 

• Case systems often receive a morphologically mixed expression: 
Some are expressed by inflectional affixes, other by adpositions 
governing specific inflections, and yet others may involve phrasal 
clitics.     



TRADITIONAL GRAMMARS

FROM TRADITIONAL GRAMMARS TO MINIMALISM

• A distinction must be made between 
case markers and case forms. A case 
marker is an affix or adposition and a 
case form is a complete word. A case is 
established wherever there is a 
distinction for any single class of 
nominals. 

• Each case in Latin has a number of 
functions, which can be summarised as 
follows.  
• NOM encodes the subject and nouns 

that predicate of the subject. 
• ACC in Latin encodes the direct 

object and nouns that predicate of 
the object. It also expresses 
destination and extent. ACC is also 
assigned by a number of prepositions.

The Morphology of Case Systems: Inflectional Languages  
(Blake 2004) 

 

I. Preliminary Definitions 
o Case is a system of marking dependent nouns for the type of relationship they bear to 

their heads. The term is also used for the phenomenon of having a case system and a 
language with such a system is sometimes referred to as a case language. 

o A distinction must be made between cases (of which there are six in a system of op-
positions), and the case markers or case forms through which the cases are realised. 
A case marker is an affix and a case form is a complete word. The criterion is isolat-
ability – if the case affixes can be separated from the stem, they are Case-markers. 

o The set of case forms in which a lexeme can appear is termed a case paradigm. A 
language may have more than one paradigm based on inflectional classes.  

II. Isolating Cases 
In Latin, it is not possible to separate number marking from case marking. The two cate-
gories have fused representation throughout the system or cumulative exponence 
(Matthews 1974). This means separate paradigms for singular and plural categories. 
o Although six cases are recognised, no paradigm exhibits six different forms. a case is 

established wherever there is a distinction for any single class of nominals. 
o Each case in Latin has a number of functions, which can be summarised as follows.  
! NOM encodes the subject and nouns that predicate of the subject. 
! ACC in Latin encodes the direct object and nouns that predicate of the object. It also 

expresses destination as in ‘I am going to Rome’ and extent as in ‘He ruled for a few 

Overview

Table 1.2 Latin case paradigms

1 2 3a 3b 4 5
ā-stems o-stems cons.stems i-stems u-stems ē-stems
feminine masculine neuter
domina dominus bellum cōnsul cı̄vis manus diēs
‘mistress’ ‘master’ ‘war’ ‘consul’ ‘citizen’ ‘hand’ ‘day’

singular
Nominative domina dominus bellum cōnsul cı̄vis manus diēs
Vocative domina domine bellum cōnsul cı̄vis manus diēs
Accusative dominam dominum bellum cōnsulem cı̄vem manum diem
Genitive dominae dominı̄ bellı̄ cōnsulis cı̄vis manūs diēı̄
Dative dominae dominō bellō cōnsulı̄ cı̄vı̄ manuı̄ diēı̄
Ablative dominā dominō bellō cōnsule cı̄vı̄, cı̄ve manū diē

plural
Nominative dominae dominı̄ bella cōnsulēs cı̄vēs manūs diēs
Vocative dominae dominı̄ bella cōnsulēs cı̄vēs manūs diēs
Accusative dominās dominōs bella cōnsulēs cı̄vı̄s, cı̄vēs manūs diēs
Genitive dominārum dominōrum bellōrum cōnsulum cı̄vium manuum diērum
Dative dominı̄s dominı̄s bellı̄s cōnsulibus cı̄vibus manibus diēbus
Ablative dominı̄s dominı̄s bellı̄s cōnsulibus cı̄vibus manibus diēbus

case/number markers for different stem classes. Traditionally five such classes are
recognised, and there are also variations within the classes. The five classes, or
declensions as they are usually referred to, are illustrated in Table 1.2: the first de-
clension (ā-stems), second declension (o-stems), third declension (consonant stems
and i-stems), the fourth (u-stems) and fifth (ē-stems). The designations ā-stems,
o-stems, etc. are not synchronically transparent and reflect the product of historical
reconstruction. For practical purposes there are five arbitrary declensions, though
the term i-stem has some relevance for those members of the third declension that
have -i in the ablative singular, accusative plural and genitive plural.

In Latin there is also a three-way gender distinction: masculine, feminine and
neuter. With a few exceptions male creatures are masculine and females femi-
nine, but inanimates are scattered over all three genders (though almost all neuter
nouns are inanimate). There is a partial association of form and gender in that
ā-stems are almost all feminine and o-stems mostly masculine (except for a sub-
class of neuters represented by bellum in Table 1.2). This means that there can be
fusion of gender, number and case. The point is illustrated in Table 1.2 where we
have domina ‘mistress (of a household)’ illustrating feminine ā-stems and dominus
‘master (of a household)’, which is based on the same root, representing masculine
o-stems. As can be seen from Table 1.2 the word form domina simultaneously rep-
resents nominative case, feminine gender and singular number, dominum represents
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months.’ ACC is also assigned by a number of prepositions. 
! GEN is mainly used to mark noun phrases as dependents of nouns, i.e. it is primarily 

an adnominal case. It encodes the possessor, and the complements of certain verbs.  
! ABL in Latin represents the syncretism or merger of three once-distinct cases: the 

ablative, the locative and the instrumental, and therefore expresses source, location 
and instrument. It also has a number of other functions including expressing the 
‘agent of the passive. Although the ablative alone can express a variety of relations to 
the verb of the clause, in most functions it is usually governed by a preposition.  

How were these Cases isolated? 
Essentially the traditional method involves aligning paradigms on the basis of functions 
and then referring to the rows of the sets of paradigms in relating form and function. In 
Latin, for instance, we want to be able to make statements like the following: 

(i) the accusative is used to express the direct object  
(ii) the accusative is used to express the object of certain prepositions 
(iii) the accusative is used to express duration. 

It does not matter, for the purposes of this rule, that the accusative is realised by a form 
identical to the nominative in some paradigms.  
There is another method possible though: We could recognise only the formally distinct 
forms in each paradigm and relate these directly to the functions.  
o For the first declension singular there would be a nominative–vocative, an accusative, 

a genitive–dative and an ablative.  
o For the second declension singular non-neuter there would be a nominative, voca-

tive, accusative, genitive and dative–ablative, and so on.  
o Rules for encoding syntactic functions would have to refer to these case forms. For 

example, rule (i) above, which states that the direct object is expressed in the accusa-
tive case, would have to be amended to: The direct object is expressed thus: With 
masculine and feminine singular nouns of any declension the accusative is used. With 
plural nouns of the first and second declensions the accusative is used. With plural 
nouns of the third, fourth and fifth declensions and with all neuters the nominative–
vocative–accusative is used. 

The list of case forms given in (iv) for the direct object would have to be repeated for all 
the functions of the traditional accusative, of which there are about four.  
Therefore an attempt to link the case forms directly to functions in Latin is unwieldy. A 
further consideration of concord shows it is unworkable. In the language, attributive ad-
jectives agree with their head noun in case, number and gender. Adjectives belong either 
to the first and second declensions (e.g. bonus (masc.) bona (fem.) bonum (neuter)) or to the 
third (e.g. tristis (masc. and fem.) triste (neuter)). Where an adjective makes more distinc-
tions than the noun it modifies, an insuperable problem arises for a description based 
directly on distinct case forms. The word form dominae, for instance, can be genitive or 
dative. If it is modified by a third-declension adjective like tristis, there is no way of de-
termining whether the adjective should be genitive tristis or dative tristı !, yet only one of 
these will be appropriate to the syntactic context. On the other hand, if the traditional 
method is used, no difficulty arises. 
But the traditional method fails to capture other important generalisations about the 
pattern of syncretisms in Latin, where two syncretisms predominate: 
1. Of the nominative and accusative in all neuters and many plurals, and  

• GEN is primarily an adnominal case. It encodes 
the possessor, and the complements of certain 
verbs. 

• ABL in Latin represents the syncretism or merger 
of three once-distinct cases: the ablative, the 
locative and the instrumental. It also has a 
number of other functions, where in most, it is 
usually governed by a preposition.



TRADITIONAL GRAMMARS

CASE

• Essentially the traditional method involves aligning paradigms on the basis of 
functions and then referring to the rows of the sets of paradigms in relating 
form and function. E.g., we can say that in Latin: 
(i)  the accusative is used to express the direct object, 
(ii)  the accusative is used to express the object of certain prepositions,  
(iii)  the accusative is used to express duration.  

It does not matter, for the purposes of this rule, that the accusative is realised 
by a form identical to the nominative in some paradigms. 

• No pattern in the form-to-function relationship is expected and 
grammarians often choose whatever makes the system works. This is 
because this is a morphological theory of Case, which looks at the various 
forms a noun may assume and the interrelationships between those forms. 
Systematic morphological description requires complete coverage of all forms.



MORPHOLOGICAL VS. SYNTACTIC CASE 

CASE

Spencer & Otoguro (2005): Morphological and syntactic case are distinct properties 
and in principle can be found independently of each other.  
• In the morphology we need an attribute of morphological case to generalize 

over inflectional classes.  
• On the syntactic side we are inclined to posit a case when syntactic principles 

appeal to a specific set of forms. Unless the syntax requires appeal to a property 
of noun phrases (as opposed to just the lexical noun heads of those phrases) 
then we are not entitled to gratuitously assume a case feature in the syntax.  

• Cases in which assuming a Case feature are legitimate: 
• In languages with declensional classes or other types of morphological 

complication it is often necessary to set up a morphological feature of case 
in order to generalize across different types of word form.  

• In languages which show case agreement or other syntactic processes 
appealing to a syntactic property of case is necessary.



CASE

• In the generative tradition, Case is not about morphological form at all 
(hence Abstract), and essentially devoid of ‘function’. From LGB onwards, 
Case is an 'extra' relation beyond argument structure that holds between 
elements brought together in syntactic configurations. Case is essentially the 
result of an argument discrimination system, inbuilt into the architecture of the 
clause, and driven by the requirements of agreement.

CURRENT MINIMALISM

• Implementation in Minimalism:  

• target = probe (the verbal head)  

• controller = goal (the argument XP)  

• The probe bears an uninterpretable -feature [uφ].  

• Full Interpretation: Uninterpretable features must be discharged in the 
course of the derivation.  

• Probe features are discharged under Agree



AGREE

• Agree between an probe P and an 
goal G applies if:  

A. P c-commands G, and both P and G 
are active (i.e. have unvalued features) 

B. P has an unvalued feature [*ɸ:▢*] and 
G has a matching valued feature 
[G:ɸ],  

C. G is the closest matching goal for P.  

D. Result: G values P, and G’s unvalued 
feature is valued by P’s valued feature 
(here nominative Case). 

• Case valuation is therefore on the N/
NP, as this is the category that has the 
relevant features. 

[Case:NOM]

[*Case:▢]

[Case:NOM]



• Hindi Case Markers are phrasal 
clitics. No phonological 
integration with the host noun, 
and can even be under 
contrastive focus conditions 
pronounced separately. E.g., 
Kanhaiya Kumar saying “-mẽ 
nahĩ -se, desh mẽ azadi”” 

• The Hindi Case markers assign 
an oblique Case with which 
other elements of the noun 
phrase exhibit concord. Hindi 
grammar is therefore telling 
us that it is the oblique Case 
that must be set up as the S-
CASE feature in Hindi. 

THE NATURE OF HINDI-URDU CASE-MARKERS
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16)  a.  bacce   andar  aaye.    #bacce\wo   bahut  khush  the  

   children  inside  come.PERF  children\they   very  happy  were  

   'Some children came in. #The children\ They were very happy.’’  

 b.  baccaa  andar  aayaa.   #baccaa\wo  bahut  khush  thaa  

   child  inside  come.PERF   child \ he  very  happy  was  

   !‘The child came in. #The child\He were very happy."’  

17)    idhar kuch bacce kha!e the.   

   Here some children stood . 

   'Some children were standing nearby.' 

 a.* …  ram-ne  bacca\bacce-ko  apne  paas  bulaayaa.  

   Ram-ERG  child\child-KO  self's  near  call.PERF.3SG 

   'Ram called a child to him.' 

 b. …  ram-ne  ek   bacca\ek  bacce-ko  apne paas  bulaayaa.  

   Ram-ERG  one  child-\one child-KO  self's near  called 

   'Ram called a child to him.' 

A weak indefinite interpretation is the only indefinite interpretation possible – the DP 

takes scope under negation in (19) – in the absence of the indefinite marker 'ek': 

18)   a. kamre-m" cuuhe  nah#  the 

   room-in mice not  be.PAST.3MPL 

   ‘There weren't mice in the room.’   

  b. lagtaa  h$   kamre-m"  cuuhaa  nah#  thaa 

   seems  be.PRES  room-in mice not  be.PAST.3MSG 

   ‘It seems that there wasn’t a mouse in the room.’ 

19)   Dayal's Generalisations:  

A. Hindi bare nominals are ambiguous between kinds and definites.  

B. Indefiniteness is overtly marked by ek 'one'.  

C. 'Definite' in Hindi encodes uniqueness/maximality but not familiarity.  

! But DOM � familiarity, there is no given set of innocent children\unclaimed items that Ram 

will destroy or touch: 

20) a.  Ram  naa jaane  kitne   maasum  baccõ-ko   barbaad karegaa 

   'Ram will destroy unknown numbers of innocent children.' 

 b.  Ram naa jaane   kitne   maasum  bacce  barbaad karegaa 

   'Ram will touch unknown numbers of unclaimed items.' 

21)  a.  Ram  naa jaane  kitne   laawaaris  vastuõ-ko   chhuegaa 

   'Ram will touch an unknown amount of unclaimed items.' 

 b.  Ram naa jaane  kitne   laawaaris  vastu chhuegaa  

   'Ram will touch an unknown amount of unclaimed items.' 

! DOM � 'specificity': 

The notion is unclear –the (a) examples above are no more discourse-old or speaker-
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known that the (b) ones. If anything, the (b) examples are slightly degraded because of the 

possibility of pseudo-incorporated readings (Veneeta Dayal p.c.). 

It also depends on how one reads in the Kratzer\Diesing effects: 

22) A presuppositional noun phrase must escape vP by Spellout (i.e. there is a [specificity] 

or some such feature in the narrow syntax). 

23) A noun phrase outside vP receives a presuppositional interpretation. 

Conclusion II: –ko  marking in itself does not yield definiteness\specificity 

VII. Is –ko really Accusative Case?  

! Hindi Case morphemes are phrasal clitics (Butt 2006, Vasisht & Joseph 2002):  

24) a.  [is    lamb-e   la!k-e     -hii ] -ko 

   this.OBL tall.OBL.MSG boy.OBL.MSG  FOC -KO  

   ‘to this tall boy…’ 

 b. Rita  Sita-tak-ko/??ko-tak  akhbaar  degii  

  Rita  Sita      newspaper  give.FUT  

  ‘Rita will give even Sita newspaper.’  

 c. Rita  Sita-bhii-ko\ko-bhii   akhbaar  degii  

  Rita  Sita      newspaper  give.FUT 

  ‘Rita will also\even give Sita (a/the) newspaper.’ 

! Hindi Case morphemes are postpositions (Spencer 2005, Spencer & Otuguro 2005):  

25) a. ye   lamb-aa  la!k -aa 

  this. NOM tall.NOM.MSG boy.NOM.MSG  

  ‘this tall boy.’ 

 b. [is     lamb-e   la!k –e]   ko\ne\se 

  this.OBL.MSG tall.OBL.MSG boy. OBL.MSG ACC\ERG\ABL 

26)  The Hindi Oblique Marking Facts:  (Spencer 2005) 

NOUN (M) SG PL  ADJ (M) SG PL  DEM SG PL 

Direct la!kaa la!ke
i
   Direct acchaa acche  Direct ye ye 

Oblique la!ke
i
 la!kõ  Oblique acche acche  Oblique is in 

Vocative la!ke
i
 la!ko  'good'  'this' 

           

NOUN (F) SG PL  ADJ (F) SG PL  DEM SG PL 

Direct la!kii la!kiiyãã  Direct acchii acchii  Direct wo wo 

Oblique la!kii la!kiiyõ  Oblique acchii acchii  Oblique us un 

Vocative la!kii la!kiiyo  'good'  'this' 

! In order for a formative to be considered a case (Spencer 2005): 

o Morphology: It must serve as a marker of a grammatical relationship of some kind be-

tween some other head and that noun phrase as its dependent. 

o Syntax: If in a language attributes must agree with their modified heads in a noun 
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HINDI CASE-MARKERS ARE POSTPOSITIONS

• Affixal Case morphology survives on every noun under coordination 
but adpositional Case marking normally does not, e.g., [laṛke ɔr 
laṛkiyõ]-ko as opposed to [laṛke-ko ɔr laṛkiyõ-ko] 

• As the well-known facts of Hindi default verb agreement show, 
Case-markers appear to add an extra layer of structure over the 
NP, by which the phi-features of nouns are no longer visible.  
Many analyses therefore postulate Hindi NPs to be KasePs:



MINIMALIST QUANDARIES

• If KP is the relevant category that we must 
postulate, then we have a violation of the 
Extension Condition as it is only AFTER Case 
valuation takes place that the KP layer can be 
projected.  

• If we take the KP layer to be a pre-existing 
condition, i.e. all Hindi NPs are KPs to begin 
with, and hold that the (null) K head is the 
locus of valuation, then Case is not valued on 
the Goal that has the inherent phi-features 
(the N/NP). Furthermore, we also lose the 
descriptive generalisation that  Case-markers 
block verb agreement under various syntactic 
conditions.

[*ɸ:▢*] 

[CASE:ERG]

[ɸ:2SG] 

[CASE:ERG



A POSSIBLE ANALYSIS
• On straightforward re-analysis would be to consider Hindi Case-markers to 

be of the category P, which uniformly assign an oblique case to their 
complements. This will take care of a number of facts: 
• The phrasal nature of case-markers and their isolatability. 
• The possibility of elements like -tak and -bhi (also -hi) intervening 

between the noun phrase and the P.  
• Oblique as an S-Case feature. 
• An adpositional analysis also fits well with the Konstanz School’s (Butt, 

Ahmad) demonstration that Urdu/Hindi case markers make distinct 
semantic contributions, and have localist uses and in general make a 
semantic impact far beyond mere argument discrimination. 

Spatial, Temporal and Structural Uses of Urdu ko:Tafseer Ahmed 5

● In Marathi, the dative case marker of subjects alternates with locative markers to give 
the meaning of non-integral and integral part respectively(Pandharipande 1990). 

(19)a)

tyala hImmAt ahe. (Marathi)
3P.M.Sg.DAT courage.Sg be.pres
'He has courage.' (Courage is non-integral-part/temporary-quality of him.)

b)
tyacyat hImmAt ahe. (Marathi)
3P.M.Sg.LOC courage.Sg be.pres
'He has courage.' (Courage is integral-part/permanent-quality of him.)

● Here, the dative marks a recipient that does not have the property for eternity, but 
received it at some point of time. So it gives non-integral part notion.

● We  can  assume  that  Urdu  counter-part  of  this  dative  construction  have  similar 
semantics.

 5.2.2 Volition

● Urdu ko is underspecified for the volitionality of the recipient.  

● We find  constructions  having  recipient  ko and  non-finite  verb that  gives  notion  of 
involition of the subject.

● Butt and King (1991) discussed an alternation of ergative and dative case markers as 
in:
 

(20)a) 
Nadya=ne zu jana hai.
Nadya.F.Sg=ERG zoo.M.Sg.Obl go.inf.M.Sg be.pres.3.Sg

'Nadya wants to go to the zoo.'

b)
Nadya=ko zu jana hai.
Nadya.F.Sg=ERG zoo.M.Sg.Obl go.inf.M.Sg be.pres.3.Sg
'Nadya has to go to the zoo.'

● Ergative case marker is  alternating or replacing the traditional  use of  Dative case 
marker in this construction.3

● Butt and King (1991) and Mohanan (1994) have argued that ergative is associated with 
volitionality or the feature [+conscious choice].

● Butt (2005) argued that one can receive both pleasant or unpleasant objects/events. 
For example, Nadaya got cold/prize.

● In the dative construction, one can not know either Nadya likes to receive the zoo 

3 Bashir(1999) studied Urdu TV dramas and found following examples.    

main=ne DinAr=pe jana tha.
1P.Sg=ERG dinner.M.Sg=Loc-on go.inf.M.sg be.past.3.Sg
'I was supposed to go to the dinner' (PTV drama Tanhayian)

ap=ne .... koi aisi bat nAhin poacni.
2P.Sg=ERG any such matter.F.Sg not ask.Perf.F.Sg
'You won't ask (me) anything like this' (PTV daram Aanch)
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 5.3 Real Spatial Usage

● ko is used to mark locative ADJuncts to give semantics of 'towards the point' and 'at 
the point'. 

(24)sAman ghAr=ko pohoanch gAya.
Luggage.M.Sg home.M.Sg=AT reach go.perf.M.Sg
'The luggage reached (at) home.'

(25)Nadya lahore=ko gAyi.   
Nadya.F.Sg lahore.M.Sg=AT go.Perf.F.Sg
'Nadya went to lahore.'

(26)kamra adndar=ko hai.
room.M.Sg inside.M.Sg=AT be.Pres.M.Sg
'The room is (towards) inside.'

● The  Goal  in  this  (and  following)  usages  is  non-sentient,  and  does  not  undergo 
qualitative change. So this usage in not a canonical recipient.  It has only endpoint 
feature.     

 5.4 Purpose/Reason

● ko is used with clausal ADJuncts to express purpose/reason of the action. 
 

(27)log sair/fAryad/Ayadat=ko gAye
People.Pl  walk/complaint/visiting-sick-person=AT go.Perf
'People went for a walk/complaint/visiting-sick-person.'
 

● In  the  same  construction,  ko can  also  be  used  with  an  infinitival  verb  phrase  or 
XADJuncts.

(28)log Tehelne=ko gAye
People.Pl walk.Inf=AT go.perf.M.Sg
'People went for a walk.'

● It  is  usual  crosslinguistically  that  prepositions/case  also  take  on  the  function  of  a 
conjunction.

● The spatial domain provides a metaphor in which subject is not traveling towards a 
towards an event. In Urdu, that metaphorical location(event) is marked with ko. 

 5.5 Temporal Usage

● Cross linguistically, Spatial prepositions are used to mark temporal usage too.

● Examples of temporal usages  in Urdu are:

(29) chor mAngAl=ko aaya.
thief.M.Sg tuesday.M.Sg=AT come.Perf.M.Sg
'The Thief came on tueday.'

(30) chor rat=ko aaya
thief.M.Sg night.F.Sg=AT come.Perf.M.Sg
'The thief came at night.'

● ko is used to mark a point of time e.g. Day of the week, or  part of the day. (It is not the 
only word to mark point of time.)  



ISSUES 
• There is evidence that case-marked noun phrases have different 

binding properties from bare NPs. (Kidwai 2010, Bhatt 2007)

 a. Rami-ne  cuhaaj  uske*i\*j\k  bag-mẽ  rakkhaa 
  Ram-ERG mouse   his.GEN  bag-in  keep.PERF.3MSG 
  ‘Ram kept the mouse in his bag.’ 
 b. Rami-ne  cuhe-koj  uske*i\j\k  bag-mẽ  rakkhaa 
  Ram-ERG mouse-KO   his.GEN  bag-in keep.PERF.3MSG  
  ‘Ram kept the mouse in its bag.’ 
 

 
 a. Minai-ne ek sailaanij–ko [PRO apnii\j kamiiz utarte hue]   dekhaa 
  Mina-ERG one tourist-KO self's  shirt take-off.  be.PRT  see. PERF.3MSG 
  ‘Mina i saw a touristj taking off self'si\j shirt.’ 
 b. Minai-ne ek sailaanij  [PRO apnii\??j kamiiz utarte hue]  dekhaa 
  Mina-ERG one tourist            self's  shirt  take-off. be.PRT see. PERF.3MSG 
  ‘Mina i saw a touristj taking off self'si\??j shirt.’ 
 

 
• Kidwai (2010): -ko marked objects are at the edge of vP by Spellout. 
• However, its not clear whether this is an instance of A-binding.  



PROGRAMMATIC OUTLINE

PROPOSAL

• If Case marks an argument discrimination system then it is possible 
that there are more than one way such discrimination can be effected. 

• Languages may use the adpositional system instead of the verbal 
system to undertake argument discrimination through an inheritance 
of the properties of functional heads.  

• In a manner analogous to C’s relation to T, v may transfer its 
uninterpretable features to P in such systems, which then is the probe 
that is operative. 

• This entails that Ps are heads along the main spine of the tree. This is 
not as unusual as it may sound, given the existence of particle verbs in 
a number of languages.



TRANSFER

• Ouali (2006) on C to T transfer: 
• DONATE: Transfer Փ-features from C to T without keeping a 

copy. 
• SHARE: Transfer Փ-features from C to T and keep a copy. 
• KEEP: No Փ-features transfer from C to T. 

• v to V/P transfer 

• DONATE/SHARE: Transfer Փ-features from v to P without 
keeping a copy. In all cases of obligatorily Case-marked 
arguments (the humanness effect). 

• KEEP: In all cases of object agreement 

• SHARE:?

PROPOSAL



IMPLICATIONS

• In the event of DONATE, P could potentially show agreement with 
case-marked NPs. Doesn't show in Hindi, but that could be just an 
imperfection of morphology. (Reportedly happens in (Bohra) 
Wagdi) 

• In the event of KEEP: In Hindi, object agreement (in appropriate 
contexts and (null) accusative case.  

• SHARE doesn't seem to happen in Hindi; but does in Gujarati, 
where Case-marking doesn't block verb agreement with Case-
marked objects.

PROPOSAL



IMPLICATIONS

• In this system, the ergative turns out to be a distinct P-Case. There 
is however reason to believe that this is not incorrect: 
• The ergative Case is the only Case-marker P that has no locative/

volitionality related uses.  
• The Case-marking properties of the ergative P are distinct, as 

can be seen in the pronominal system.

PROPOSAL

-ko tum-ko tujh-ko tumhaare-ko

-se tum-se tujh-se tumhaare-se

-ne tum-ne *tujh-ne *tumhaare-ne

Synchronic analyses argue it to be an 
(inherent) Case assigned by 
perfective aspect. Irrespective of its 
historical source, if this analysis is 
correct, then the Ergative could also 
be an instance of DONATE from T to 
Perf.  



IMPLICATIONS

• In this system, the ergative turns out to be a distinct P-Case. There 
is however reason to believe that this is not incorrect: 
• The ergative Case is the only Case-marker P that has no locative/

volitionality related uses.  
• The Case-marking properties of the ergative P are distinct, as 

can be seen in the pronominal system.

PROPOSAL

-ko tum-ko tujh-ko tumhaare-ko

-se tum-se tujh-se tumhaare-se

-ne tum-ne *tujh-ne *tumhaare-ne

Synchronic analyses argue it to be an 
(inherent) Case assigned by 
perfective aspect. Irrespective of its 
historical source, if this analysis is 
correct, then the Ergative could also 
be an instance of DONATE from T to 
Perf (Raj Laxmi Singh, in prep).



A POSSIBLE DERIVATION

PROPOSAL



• This speculative approach to Hindi Case-markers and Case-marking 
ascribes to a fairly strong relation between a localist approach to 
Hindi Case markers and the argument discrimination mechanism of 
the FL. This has the result that there is no semantics of Case, but 
only of P.  

• If Ps are indeed the inheritors of v's unnterpretable features, are 
there any constraints on this transfer? Is it based on the number of 
arguments of V or is the number of uFs that v has. It seems that it 
is the latter: viz., the fact that in a ditransitive construction, only 
the IO may receive the only -ko case. 
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